Directions to All Voters

Please print out this page for paper ballot, mark with ink and mail to address below.

Do not use X marks. Mark your choice(s) with numbers only.

Put the figure 1 beside your first choice, the figure 2 beside your second choice, the figure 3 beside your third choice, and so on. Consecutive numbers beginning with the #1 only.

You may rank as many choices as you please.

Do not put the same figure beside more than one choice/name.

Mark your rankings in spaces in left column.

___ Non-Aggression Principle (NAP)
___ Bill of Rights for Voting Equality.
___ Simultaneously pay down the USA deficit while spending is limited to within the budget after the resolutions for paying the deficit have been attained.
___ Opposite gender #1 and consecutively ranked alternating genders thereafter with voluntary opt-in
___ Uniform definition of Elector in ALL of the USA.
___ Eliminate income taxes for all US citizens and repeal the 16th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
___ Reduce income taxes for all US citizens
___ Ballot Anti-censorship Act
___ Equal Rights Amendment
___ Creating an American justice claim funding system, creating revenue by private companies leading climate friendly energy initiatives.
___ Repeal the 17th Amendment of the US Constitution
___ Universal Rent Control
___ Immediate Labeling of All Foods
___ Term Limits
___ Housing 4 All
___ Universal Basic Income
___ Opposite gender #1 with consecutively ranked alternating genders thereafter
___ Ratify Article the First
___ Eliminate income taxes for all US citizens
___ Universal Healthcare
___ Voting Reform
___ Cut Spending Across All Departments
___ Secure All U.S. Borders
___ Eliminate all mandatory professional licensing
___ Cut Spending, Cut Military, Simplify and Repeal all Stupid Laws
___ The Supreme Court decision to allow states to prohibit write-in voting in any election (Burdick v Takushi) must be challenged and reversed and the state monopoly of the ballot must be repudiated.

Signup form for #e-aps-13, please complete all requests (*=required fields), and print very clearly:

*Name ______________________________ (write in)
*Political Party ______________________________ (write in)
*State ______________________________ (write in)
*Contact Method #1 (will be made public) ______________________________ (write in)
*Contact Method #2 ______________________________ (write in)
Yes, please nominate my name for US Presidential Elector on pure proportional representation (PPR) Electoral College (AKA United Coalition USA, 11th USA Parliament for USA citizens only).

*Signature required.

Mail marked paper ballot to:
All Party System Co.
1213 C Forest Avenue
Pacific Grove, CA
93950